
EMANATION PRESENTS 

EXPLOUD 2K22 

 

 

 

The Mechanical department of Kammavari Sangha Institute of Technology conducted a 

departmental fest under the banner EMANATION. On 13th of April,wednesday the 9th edition 

of the same banner was conducted , named EXPLOUD 2K22 (Re-Defining Limits). 

The event was launched on the same day in presence of the chief guest Sri.R.Venugopal G 

RManager Application HAAS F1 Team, Factory Outlet, Presided by Sri. RRajagopal Naidu 

President, Kammavari Sangham, Sri. T NeerajakshuluTreasurer, Kammavari 

Sangham.Principal of KSIT Dr. Dilip Kumar k,with the Head of the Mechanical department 

Dr.Umashankar M, Along with Heads of other departments, PRO, PED, Librarian and 



Faculties. 

All the dignitaries addressed the gathering after which the students of Mechanical department 

were felicitated for their achievement in academics with a certificate and cash prize followed 

by launching the department Newsletter which Includes great collection of recent trends in 

the industry, Achievements by the department students, Publications by the faculties and an 

Interview of an alumni to inspire thestudents. 

 

 

. 

After which the chief guest was felicitated by Principal, Management and the HOD with a 

memento. And the event was launched with a video trailer all the contestants were assembled 

in conference hall and were escorted to respected venues based on the event they choose.  

 

201 teams took part in the event, 3 preliminary rounds were conducted by name 

EXTERMINATE(BGMI), ENDEAVOUR(QUIZ), ENTRENCH(MINUTE 2 WIN IT) From 

which20 teams were qualified to next roundEXPLORA(TREASURE HUNT). 



 

 

 

 

6 teams were qualified for the finale which was a Mystery round ENRAPTURE a panic room 

based concept where each team will be locked in room with a Coordinator and have to look 

around for clues and crack them to get a 4 digit number which in turn opens a pad-lock to exit 

the room and win the competition  



 

First place, Runners up and Second runners up were decided based the time taken to crack 

open the lock. 

After the final round there was a valedictory function where the winners were awarded with 

certificate and cash prizes from HOD Dr.Umashankar M and other Faculties of Mechanical 

Department 

 



The contestants shared their views on the event and The HOD addressed the gathering and 

the event was wound off at 4:00pm and snacks were served to crowd, Volunteers and the 

Coordinators.  

 


